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In this twisted baby momma/baby daddy love tale, all bets are off when it comes to revenge! Zaria
only wanted that perfect love-song type of relationship between her and her daughter's father,
Renard. As every relationship has it's ups and downs, Zaria took the good times as temporary times
and toughed it for the sake of the years she'd put into their relationship and their daughter. 'Do or
Die' and 'Till Death do us Part' were her mottos though her wedding ring finger was bare. When the
lies are exposed and the truths become too much to deal with (Renard having another family), she
flips the script showing Renard exactly how it feels to get played. Between sleeping with his best
friend, beefing with all of his street jump-offs, and trying to ruin his street business - Zaria's fuled by
a shattered heart and won't stop until revenge is hers. Can Renard stop Zaria's rage? Will he fight
for his family or is it too late? In the moment of love and war, which one will win? This urban reality
tale of bitterness, love, heart ache, and the rage of a baby momma will leave you thirsty for more of
the drama! Knowledge costs by way of Karma!
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I am so darn insulted now when I read these books and see all the horrible mistakes in them.... How

much does it cost to get someone to edit a book??? For instance since instead of sense, we'd
instead of weed, mails instead of nails, and rid instead of right. How does that happen?? I think the
author's need to treat their books as their babies, and make sure they do the finally readings after
it's been edited the final time before it goes to print. Just my little 2 cents.

I enjoyed this book, but I didn't enjoy the flow of the story at times. There were times when I stopped
reading; the pace of the action increased at breakneck speed too soon.I actually would've enjoyed
this book as a sequel, perhaps there is another book, and if that is the case, forgive my semi
unfavorable review. I think if the author had given me more background on Nardo and Melanie' s
relationship it would've given the plot more layers. It also would give the readers a better picture of
who he was as a man.I don't want to spoil this book for others, so I will stick to the writing style, and
what I liked/disliked about this book. I recommend you read this for yourself, I gave it four stars
because even with the minor issues I had, overall it's worth buying.

This story is FYRE and filled with drama. From beginning to ending this story is jumping off the
pages with madness and shock factor characters and their drama filled life. I love this story and the
well defined character and the plots, twist and turns involving there situations with each other. Zaria
was something else, and when a woman is scorned she will go through many stages of anger. Zaria
went over them all and either ran them down or stepped on their neck. I RECOMMEND THIS BOOK
TO EVERYONE, CAUSE, FOR REAL THIS IS A MUST READ.

The story was okay and interesting enough. The grammatical errors that were all over the book
made it difficult to follow at points. I don't understand why these authors release books without
editing them. Seriously it is insulting to the art.

This book was great! It was drama filled, realistic, captivating and relatable. Me personally I've never
understood the whole baby mama drama ordeal because I couldn't relate but after reading this I
have a better understanding of it. Even though the book had a few editing errors it wasn't enough to
throw the story off. Zaria was unpredictable, Melanie was desperate and Spice didn't know her
place. All these women crossed paths and disliked each other because of one man. Sad but true!
Another great read from my girl T.C.

This book was a mess from the jump That FOOL was sprung off the D...In fact he had all them

females going crazy over his no good butt...the HOMEBOY dirty and SHADY I hope girlfriend gets
caught SHE didn't carry about her baby to much she was to busy making a Damn FOOL of
herself...I am READ for PART TWO AND I WILL RECOMMEND THIS BOOK TO MY FRIENDS and
BOOK CLUBNicki WilliamsSouth Side Divas

This was definitely a good book, but I just felt like Zaria is straight looney tunes. She allowed him to
do all types of crap but then takes it out on the women. Not to mention it's not like she got with him
under the right circumstances. Again, the book was well written but I can't stand women like Zaria
who allow a man to take them to such extremes. UGH!!!

Zaria was a mess but can you really blame her, we've all been heart broken and we all deal with it
differently, now I wouldn't do what she did but man nard was on one wasn't he, this book was really
good and I read it in a day good job t!
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